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INTRODUCTION 
 

Hi Folks, 

This week we have one New Review and one Final Review.  

We have the Final Review of Tandem Lays, which has been placed in the 
neutral category, neither a pass nor a fail.  

 
This week, we only have just two current reviews that are making a sizable 

profit. ExBookie has reached the end of the trial period with a 200% profit 
of the starting bank. Assured Soccer Profits continues to increase steadily, 

week by week, since its shaky start. 
 

We’d like to hear from you, please contact me by e-mail via the Bloggers 
Corner at rich@bettingsystemtruths.com  

mailto:rich@bettingsystemtruths.com
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New Reviews     Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter  

Winning Trainers – Introduction 

 

3rd Dec 2011 

Hi Bloggers, 

Just a brief intro to my latest review. 

Winning Trainers Introduction 

I will be delving into the world of ‘Winning Trainers’ for the next 3 months. 
(hopefully) 

Basically this will be a backing to win and backing each way on ‘qualifying’ 

selections where the odds range is between certain limits. 

The qualifiers will come from a list of 24  ’super trainers’ whose record in 

certain types of races have shown a very good level of profitability over the 
last 3 years or so. 

In the pdf file, The ‘dirty two dozen’ super trainers report, you will receive 

a full list of the 24 trainers with a ‘pay special attention’ section on each 
trainer as to which particular races to target based on various factors such 

as class, going, jockey, distance, etc. 

You will also get access to the Winning Trainers daily members section 

where the list of ‘potential’ qualifiers is given each day. 

The cost of the service is £19.99 per month + VAT of course. You can 
alternatively get 3 months for £39.99 + VAT saving about 80 quid a year! 

For the review I will be reporting on all qualifying selections, with separate 
banks of 1000pts each for win and each way betting. 

I will bet 10pts on the win and 10pts each way on all qualifying selections. 

Here’s to a long and successful run! All the best, 

Inspector Tommy. 

(Click here to see Winning Trainers…)  

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter  

http://laytheodds.com/Winning_Trainers
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Final Reviews    Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter  

Tandem Lays – Final Review 

29th November 2011 

Inspector Magnifique – Tandem Lays Final Review 

Rating: Neutral 

84 days is usually enough to see how a system or a service 

performs and to give a verdict. I feel that this is not the case this time and 
84 days is not enough. Why? Well, the service suggests laying at high 

liabilities and the profit we’ve achieved can be wiped out by one or two 
losing selections. I’ll get into detail about it a bit later. 

As seen from the review the service provided two types of selections – 

Tandem Lays and No.1 Lays.  From 84 days 17 had no selections for both 

types. There were several days when there were selections but they didn’t 
end as bets because did not satisfy the price filter or were withdrawn from 

their races. 

Tandem Lays: 

Selections arrived on 60 days, no selections on 7 days. 

Number of selections: 140 (85 qualifying bets, 55 no bets) 
Winning selections: 78 

Losing selections: 7 
Strike rate: 91.8% 

Average odds of losing selections: 10.1 
P/L: +14.25 pts 

No.1 Lays: 

Selections arrived on 24 days, no selections on 43 days. 
Number of selections: 94 (28 qualifying bets, 66 no bets) 

Winning selections: 25 
Losing selections: 3 

Strike rate: 89.3% 
Average odds of losing selections: 7.25 

P/L: +13.15 pts 

Profitability: 

Although, both sets of selections showed profit, the figures are not really 

impressive. Actually, it’s not the figures that I’m worried about it’s the 
horses that are suggested to lay, very high prices (to my taste). Most 

selection are layed between 6.0 and 20.0. Only one or two poor lays can 
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wipe all of the profit for 3 months! Now this is something no one wants to 

experience and it’s definitely something that might happen. During the 
review Tandem Lays struggled to be in profit. It was down by nearly 20 

points early and when we seemed to have recovered a couple of losers for 

us and again almost 20 points down. A long period of profitable lays came 
and we achieved overall profit. It was wiped out on Day 63, two months 

since the start and we stood almost where we’d started from. Pretty 
frustrating. The biggest loss was -12 pts. We also got -11 pts twice. 

 
No.1 Lays performed better and despite there were a lot less selections 

showed nearly the same profit. Nevertheless, all problems mentioned 
above apply to No.1 Lay as well. Our biggest loss was -10 pts. 

Now you may have already guessed why I think 84 days were not enough, 
simply because in a couple of days after the review had finished the service 

might have gone back to where we started. On the contrary, it also might 
have hit a long winning run. You never know. 

So, the final figures give us an average profit of +0.33 pts a day and 

9.15 pts a month from both sets of selections. Not bad actually, but 
downswings are sharp.  

I used 500 pts for each system, so the bank has grown by 2.85% for 
Tandem Lays and 2.63% for No.1 Lays. The trial proved 100 pts bank (for 

each set of selections) would be enough with this service. That would give 
us 14.25% and 13.15% respectively. 3 stars out of 5 

 
Weekly Profit/Loss for both systems 

Ease of use and time spent: 

Selections are mailed directly to your inbox. A lot of non-qualifiers is 

something I don’t like much, especially when all daily selections turn to no 
bets. The alternative is to set up a bot to place bets for you. The vendor 

does not provide one, but almost any bot will do. There are strict filters 
and if the selection does not match them  - no bet. When to place your 

bets is up to you, no guidelines. The vendor leaves it up to you. If you 
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decide to do it manually some time before a race, there may be a problem 

as those prices tend to drift out often. So, I suggest using a bot, which also 
saves plenty of your time. 4 stars out of 5 

Risk: 

I’ve touched upon this earlier – way too high liabilities for me. Personally, I 
don’t like the idea of  making straight lay bet at such odds without a 

chance to limit your losses somehow. This can be very dangerous. 

The bank of 500 pts proved to be super safe for this system, and you’d 

better have sufficient funds in your account. That would make you accept 
losses and save you from negative emotions. However, I feel 500 pts with 

1 pt stake on a selection is probably too much. The trial proved 100 pts 
bank would be enough, but I’d suggest having a bank of 200 pts. 

Of course, if you are cold-blooded, have nerves of steel and feel pretty 

comfortable with those liabilities you can neglect all this. 2 stars out of 5 

Return on Liability (ROL): 

Tandem Lays: 1.6% 

No.1 Lays: 4.9% 

No.1 Lays seems ok, but Tandem Lays ROL looks like it’s not worth it. 2 
stars out of 5 

With £40 a month for the service and that level of profitability, we should 
stake at least £20 pounds to make it worthwhile. This in turn means we 

could have liabilities as high as £380 and would need a bank of £2000. 

I’m afraid I can’t give it 3 star rating which is the minimum to be among 
passed products and so I am giving it a neutral rating, with a view to re-

reviewing it at some point. 

Now don’t be fooled by the word ‘neutral’. You can make profit with 

Tandem Lays, but this is going to be a tough challenge. I wish the vendor 
to keep on doing his job and providing profits for his subscribers. 

Overall I give it 2.5 stars out of 5 

[Click here to see the full daily Review ....] 

[Click here to see the sales page for Derek Nadins Tandem Lays] 

Cheers, Inspector Magnifique 

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter  

http://laytheodds.com/tag/tandem-lays/
http://laytheodds.com/Tandem_Lays
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Current Reviews                       Return to Contents/Index  
 

This is a quick insight how each review is performing. The data in Blue is 

from BettingSystemTruths. The data in Dark Violet is from LayTheOdds.  

Systems: These are a set of rules that are used to make selection criteria. 
These rules are hard and fast without room for interpretation or discretion.  

Methods or Strategies: These services are based upon loose rules or 
advices that are applied, with skill, by the user of the service.  

Tips: You receive tips from the service provider of back or lay bets and you 

back the tips to the recommended stakes or to level stakes.  

Assured Soccer Profits Reviewer Insp. Rich Trading Strategy 

 
Up to day 54 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 200 point Start Bank P/L 

 
18.09 414.24 214.24 

    
See the Assured Soccer Profits Review pages here…  

See the Assured Soccer Profits Sales pages here…  

    

    

Beaten Females Reviewer Insp. John Lay Tipping Service 

 

Up to day 42 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 500 point Start Bank P/L 

Rolling Stakes -193.42 262.46 -237.54 

    
See the Beaten Females Review pages here…  

See the Beaten Females Sales pages here…  

    

    

Betting Pro Trades Reviewer Insp. DJ Trading Tips 

This review has been restarted 

Up to day 18 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L £1,000 Start Bank P/L 

 
-61.32 467.59 -532.41 

    
See the Betting Pro Trades Review pages here…  

See the Betting Pro Trades Sales pages here…  

    

    

http://laytheodds.com/tag/assured-soccer-profits/
http://laytheodds.com/Assured_Soccer_profits
http://laytheodds.com/tag/Beaten-Females/
http://laytheodds.com/beaten_females
http://laytheodds.com/tag/Betting-Pro-Trades/
http://laytheodds.com/Betting_Pro_Trades
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ExBookie Reviewer Sgt Karl Backing Tips Service 

Karl is continuing to monitor results beyond day 87 

Up to day 87 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 50 point Start Bank P/L 

 
0.00 151.00 101.00 

    
See the ExBookie Review pages here… 

See the ExBookie Sales pages here…  

    

    

Lay of the Day Reviewer Insp. Colin Lay Tipping Service 

 
Up to day 37 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 500 points Start Bank P/L 

 
21.64 492.78 -7.22 

    
See the Lay of the Day Review pages here…  

See the Lay of the Day Sales pages here…  

    

    

Lets Get Layed Reviewer Sgt Tommy Lay Tipping Service 

Three types of tips being reviewed on the Blog – this summary totals all of them 

Up to day 43 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 600 point Start Bank P/L 

 
9.54 564.05 -35.95 

    
See the Lets Get Layed Review pages here…  

See the Lets Get Laid Sales pages here…  

    

    

Magic Backing Bot Reviewer Sgt Colin Automated Tips Service 

 
Up to day 20 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 75 point Start Bank P/L 

 
-12.29 53.07 -21.93 

    
See the Magic Racing Bot Review pages here…  

See the Magic Backing Bot Sales pages here…  

    

    

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/Exbookie/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/Ex_Bookie
http://laytheodds.com/tag/lay-of-the-day/
http://laytheodds.com/Zerohype_Lay_Of_The_Day
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/lets-get-layed/
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/Lets_Get_Layed
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/magic-racing-bot/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/Magic_Backing_Bot
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NFL Betting System Reviewer Insp. DJ Backing Tips Service 

Profit is now being reported to advised stakes 

Up to day 69 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 1,000 point Start Bank P/L 

 
125.76 1,104.79 104.79 

    
See the NFL Betting System Review pages here…  

See the NFL Betting System Sales pages here…  

    

    

Nigel Hunters Black Book Reviewer Insp. Howard Backing Tips Service 

 
Up to day 22 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L 

 
-2.25 108.63 8.63 

    
See the Nigel Hunters Black Book Review pages here… 

See the Nigel Hunters Black Book Sales pages here…  

    

    

Soccer Betting HQ Reviewer Insp. Josh Trading Methods 

There are 5 strategies with a start bank of 100 on each – Nothing reported this week 

Up to day 15 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 500 points Start Bank P/L 

 
-15.73 546.97 46.97 

    
See the Soccer Betting HQ Review pages here…  

See the Soccer Betting HQ Sales pages here…  

    

    

Stateside Sports Pro Reviewer Sgt Jonny Backing Tips Service 

 
Up to day 57 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L 

 
-6.06 68.37 -31.63 

    
See the Stateside Sports Pro Review pages here…  

See the Stateside Sports Pro Sales pages here…  

    

    

http://laytheodds.com/tag/nfl-betting-system/
http://laytheodds.com/NFL_Betting_System
http://laytheodds.com/tag/nigel-hunters-black-book/
http://www.laytheodds.com/Nigel_Hunters_Black_Book
http://laytheodds.com/tag/soccer-betting-hq/
http://laytheodds.com/Soccer_Betting_HQ
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/stateside-sports-pro/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/Stateside_Sports_Pro
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TFT – Total Football Trading Reviewers Colin, Magnifique & Rich Trading Methods 

No Underdog trades this week 

Up to week 6 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 1,000 point Start Bank P/L 

TFT Gold -4.50 1,103.50 103.50 

TFT Silver -22.00 1,026.00 26.00 

TFT LTD 26.90 985.70 -14.30 

See the TFT Gold, Silver, LTD Review pages here…  

    
Up to day 25 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 1,000 point Start Bank P/L 

TFT Paper Chaser 42.60 1,101.70 101.70 

See the TFT Paper Chaser Review pages here…  

    
Up to day 22 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 1,000 point Start Bank P/L 

TFT Underdog 0.00 1,072.31 72.31 

See the TFT Underdog Review pages here…  

    
See the Total Football Trading Sales pages here…  

    

    

The Horse That Should Win Reviewer Sgt Lucian Back & Lay Software 

 
Up to day 76 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 1000 point Start Bank P/L 

 
174.28 570.70 -429.30 

    
See the Horse That Should Win Review pages here…  

See the Horse That Should Win Sales pages here…  

    

    

Winning Trainers Reviewer Insp. Tommy Backing Tips Service 

 
Up to day 4 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 1,000 points Start Bank P/L 

Win Only 42.37 1,042.37 42.37 

Each Way -1.39 998.61 -1.39 

    
See the Winning Trainers Review pages here…  

See the Winning Trainer Sales pages here… 

    

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/tft-gold-silver-and-ltd/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/tft-the-paper-chaser/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/tft-the-underdog/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/Total_Football_Trading
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/the-horse-that-should-win/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/The_Horse_That_Should_Win
http://laytheodds.com/tag/winning-trainers/
http://laytheodds.com/Winning_Trainers
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ZH Subscribe Reviewer Insp. DJ Lay Tipping Service 

 
Up to week 8 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L £500 Start Bank P/L 

Trading 12.98 549.29 49.29 

Straight Betting 15.14 529.48 29.48 

    
See the ZH Subscribe Review pages here…  

See the ZH Subscribe Sales pages here…  

    
 

http://laytheodds.com/tag/zh-subscribe/
http://laytheodds.com/Zerohype_Subscribe
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League Table of Current Reviews       Return  

 

A reasonable way of comparing the performance of systems is to work out 
the profit (or loss) as a percentage of the starting bank. Obviously this 

table doesn’t replace reading the reviews, because profit as %age of bank 
is not the only factor in judging a system. Nevertheless, it is a valid at-a-

glance way of bringing the mass of data together. 
 

I’ve colour coded the reviews that are the currently most successful, with 
the colour of their profitability graph (next newsletter section) to make 

them easier to spot.  
 

Again this week, like last week, ExBookie and Assured Soccer Profits are 

the only two reviews making a sizable profit. 
 

  
Total Profit as Position Position 

System Start Profit %age of Last This 

Reviewed Bank /Loss Bank Week Week 

ExBookie 50 101.00 202.00% 1 1 

Assured Soccer Profits 200 214.24 107.12% 2 2 

NFL Betting System 1000 104.79 10.48% 11 3 

TFT – Gold 1000 103.50 10.35% 5 4 

TFT – Paper Chaser 1000 101.70 10.17% 8 5 

ZH Subscribe Trading 500 49.29 9.86% 6 6 

Soccer Betting HQ 500 46.97 9.39% 3 7 

Nigel Hunters Black Book 100 8.63 8.63% 4 8 

TFT – The Underdog 1000 72.31 7.23% 7 9 

ZH Subscribe Straight Betting 500 29.48 5.90% 10 10 

Winning Trainers Win Only 1000 42.37 4.24% N/A 11 

TFT – Silver 1000 26.00 2.60% 9 12 

Winning Trainers Each Way 1000 -1.39 -0.14% N/A 13 

TFT – LTD 1000 -14.30 -1.43% 12 14 

Lay of the Day 500 -7.22 -1.44% 13 15 

Lets Get Layed 600 -35.95 -5.99% 14 16 

Magic Backing Bot 75 -21.93 -29.24% 16 17 

Stateside Sports Pro 100 -31.63 -31.63% 17 18 

The Horse That Should Win 1000 -429.30 -42.93% 18 19 

Beaten Females 500 -237.54 -47.51% 15 20 

Betting Pro Trades 1000 -532.41 -53.24% N/A 21 

 

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter  
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Profitability Graph            Return to Contents/Index   

 

Here is a graph of the profit being made by the front-runners as a 
percentage of their starting bank. This gives a week by week comparative 

view of their progress. 
 

It gives a representation of the volatility or dependability of each system. 
Ideally we would want a graph that increased each week by roughly the 

same amount. If a system or tipping service could produce that, then we 
would really have a winning review!  

 
Unfortunately several previously successful reviews have gone into an 

unprofitable phase, leaving us with just two front-runners. ExBookie has 

reached the end of the trial period with a 200% profit of the starting bank. 
Assured Soccer Profits continues to increase steadily, week by week, since 

its shaky start. 
 

Profit as a %age of starting bank 
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Bloggers Corner          Return to Contents/Index   

Last week we got some enquiries about Betting Booster. 
(bettingbooster.com). This week, on the blog, Gav asked  

Anybody got any comments on the BETTING BOOSTER software that appears to be 
the latest thing out at the moment 

Kris Replied: 

Hi Gav, leave Betting Booster well alone!! Various threads are bagging it, with 
ClickBank working overtime issuing refunds…… 

We’d like to hear from you, please contact me by e-mail via the Bloggers 
Corner at rich@bettingsystemtruths.com  

Next Week & Signing Off  Return to Contents/Index   

 

This is Rich signing off. Remember to read the full blogger’s review for 

anything that interests you at http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/, and 
http://laytheodds.com so that you can get a feel for how the service pans 

out on a day by day basis. Look out for the next BST newsletter in your e-
mails on December 14th. Until then, here’s to successful punting. 

 
Regards,  

Rich 

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/home/#comment-8267
mailto:rich@bettingsystemtruths.com
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/
http://laytheodds.com/

